NH 4-H Presentation Evaluation

Name: ________________________

Public Speaking

Topic: ________________________
Age Range: _______/______
11-13

Presentation Organization

1 Point

3 Points

14-18

5 Points

Score

Overall Persuasive Impact

Key ideas were unclear or lacking
throughout the presentation.

Key ideas organized and presented
however not entirely persuasive.

Key ideas/points were effectively persuasive

Introduction

Lacks opening statement, no connection
to the audience. Brief or inadequate
intro to topic or self.

General introduction statement, stimulates
interest in subject. Concise and complete
personal introduction.

Engages audience attention with creative
opening remarks and personal introduction.
Smooth transition into presentation.

Summary

No summary provided.

Minimal or partial summary or new
material introduced at end of presentation.

Clear, concise summary of main key points
with feeling of closure conveyed.

Proper Use of Visual Aids
(cards, screen, notes)

No notes or cues used when clearly
needed; or totally relied upon aids

Good use of aids as quick reference.
Smooth transitions without interference
from visual aids.

Flawless use of visual aids and cues.

Section Total:

Presentation Delivery
Appearance
Enthusiasm & Inflection

Eye Contact
Posture & Poise

1 Point
Some aspects of presentation
appearance, within personal control of
the presenter, could be improved upon
Voice too soft, barely audible or not
clear (pace). May lack sparks of
enthusiasm
Seldom to no eye contact with judges or
audience.
Slouches, leans or is too stiff. Body
language indicates nervousness.

3 Points

5 Points

Well groomed, neat, clean appropriate
attire for public speaking.
Voice clear and projected well. Appropriate
rate and volume of speech. Conveys
personal interest and enthusiasm
Established eye contact with one or two
focal points without visually addressing rest
Generally calm, standing straight and
attentive to audience.

Mechanics of Presentation
Grammar: (Appropriate terminology and pronunciation, articulation, spelling)

Score

Extra thought and effort given to appearance;
dressed to coincide with topic; Above and
beyond expectation.
Clear voice, projects/modulates tone to
enhance specific points. Displayed infectious
enthusiasm and attitude throughout
Establish eye contact with entire audience
consistently throughout presentation
Confident/relaxed with straight posture
throughout presentation. Engages audience
with a comfortable demeanor.
Section Total:

YES (3 pts)

No (0 pt)

Length of Time: (Adequately covers topic within allotted time)
Section Total:

Judges Initials ___________

GRAND TOTAL

Score

Additional Comments:

